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TaCTiCal
Marryat TACTICAL series rods are the fusion of years of technical research by the Institute of Technology Lausanne, fishing know-how from 
world champions Pascal Cognard and Jérôme Brosutti and the touch master rod builder Alain Ourtilani using innovative REC components.

First and foremost, these are fishing rods! They are really good at casting a long line with tight loops but don’t be fooled, there is more to fishing than 
just distance.  From the moment you get a TACTICAL rod in your hand you can tell that is different – it is very light and quite tippy when you feel the 
action, so you can cast it all day. Its modern action makes it powerful, fast and accurate yet it is sensitive and responsive enough to fish dry fly and 
nymph on the fine tippet at close quarters.  When you hook a fish you will immediately realize why these rods are different – sensitivity, unlike 
other good casting rods, Marryat TACTICAL rods are designed to play a trophy fish on fine tackle without the risk of losing it to stressed 
tippet!

The TACTICAL Series offers a rod for almost every situation; Light tackle aficionados can choose stream rods from 7 foot 
and 8 foot 4-weight and the now classic 5- and 6-weights.  These rods are delicate enough for close work on the 
brooks and streams of England yet are powerful enough to close haul a lunker from still waters anywhere.

Reviewed as probably the best value premium rods available the 4-weights are true to their line 
rating, unlike many of their American counterparts, here “4-means-4”, especially important when 
it comes to the 10 footers available in 3-, 4- and 5-weight versions which excel when it 
comes to Czech- and French-style nymph techniques where a fast and light tip-
section are essential for detecting a take on a short line.

Classic Tactical 9ft 5- and 6-weight rods easily out-perform 
competitors with finesse and reserves of power that are 
needed to present bigger flies on rivers and lakes.

The 9ft 8-weight brings the sheer power needed 
to stop saltwater predators and sea trout in 
their tracks with anodized reel seat 
for endurance

SPECIFICATION
MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE

Tactical 7' #4 TAC 704 7' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 75g £350
Tactical 8' #4 TAC 804 8' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 80g £350
Tactical 9' #4 TAC 904 9' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 85g £350
Tactical 9' #5 TAC 905 9' 5 Half Wells Up Locking 90g £350
Tactical 9' #8 TAC 908 9' 8 Wells Up Locking 125g £350

Tactical 10' #3 TAC 103 10' 3 Half Wells Up Locking 95g £350
Tactical 10' #4 TAC 104 10' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 95g £350
Tactical 10' #5 TAC 105 10' 5 Half Wells Up Locking 95g £350
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SPECIFICATION

TaCTiCal lX

MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE
Tactical LX 9' #4 TACLX 904 9' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 90g £385
Tactical LX 9' #5 TACLX 905 9' 5 Half Wells Up Locking 90g £385
Tactical LX 10' #4 TACLX 104 10' 4 Half Wells Up Locking 95g £420
Tactical LX 10' #5 TACLX 105 10' 5 Half Wells Up Locking 95g £420
Tactical LX 10' #6 TACLX 106 10' 6 Half Wells Up Locking 105g £420
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MARRYAT pRoducT guide

The original TACTICAL rods we developed from the Furtive Rod blanks created 
by master rod builder Alain Ourtilani using innovative materials researched 
by the Institute of Technology Lausanne, REC components and the profound 
fishing know-how of world champions Pascal Cognard and Jérôme Brosutti.

Each TACTICAL rod length / line weight has its own personality offering optimum 
performance so it was natural to continue development of blanks that would increase 
speed and accuracy.

The truth is that each individual fly fisherman has his or her own style and casting 
ability so, answering the call for a complimentary range of faster and slightly more 
responsive rods for short and medium distances added new long and short rods to the 
classics.  Matt finish blanks, alignment dots and a slick reel seat were also requests 
delivered by the introduction of the TACTICAL LX Series

Most recent addition to this range is the 10 foot 6-weight – a soon to be classic that’s 
equally at home on the wide spate rivers of Scotland and Norway as it is on the open 
waters and loughs, lochs, lakes and reservoirs on Ireland and the Home Nations



SPECIFICATION

TaCTiCal Bombarde
Stillwater fishing on lakes and reservoirs, especially if you’re in a competition, requires the use 

of different types of line ( floating, midge-tip, intermediate and sinking).  Over the years Marryat 
designers have discussed these variables with many fishermen who all faced similar problems 

– how to switch between floating and sinking lines with the same rod and still be able to cast 
effectively ...

In Theory floating lines have specified weights determining their AFTM number and this 
specific weight is calculated on the front 30 feet of line.  Therefore 30 feet of a 7-weight 

line must weigh 12 grams and an 8-weight must weigh 13.5 grams, so there’s just 1.5 
grams to differentiate them. Now consider that 7-weight rods are designed to work 

with a line weight of between 11.5 grams and 12.5 grams.

The Challenge here is "my cast collapses when using a sinking line” and 
these days this also happens with floating lines like Airflo’s Forty-Plus 

and Snowbee’s XS-tra floating lines, because their heads are heavier 
than their AFTM specification.  Another consideration is that many 

fishermen shoot 35 to 45 feet of line these days ... that’s more than 
15 grams on a 7-weight line or 30 feet of a 9-weight floating line ... 

so should you be using a 9-weight rod?  No, because if you did 
you wouldn’t get the first 3 feet of line out ...

Our Solution is that the designers at Marryat have 
created a major innovation, two superb 9 foot 6 inch 

rods specifically for use on stillwaters with floating 
and sinking lines.  The 7-weight is available in two 

versions; one designed for use with a Floating 
Line and, because of the extensive use of 

heavy-weight floating and sinking lines the 
other has been developed for Sinking-

Line (S3 to S7), enabling you to cast 
heavy lines with confidence.

MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE
Tactical Bombarde 9'6" #7 Floating TACBO7F 9'6 7 Wells + Butt Up Locking 105g £445
Tactical Bombarde 9'6" #7 Sinking TACBO7S 9'6 7 Wells + Butt Up Locking 107g £445
Tactical Bombarde 9'6" #8 Floating TACBO8F 9'6 8 Wells + Butt Up Locking 113g £445
Tactical Bombarde 9'6" #8 Sinking TACBO8S 9'6 8 Wells + Butt Up Locking 117g £445
Tactical Bombarde 10' #7 TACBO107 10' 7 Wells + Butt Up Locking 112g £445
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SPECIFICATION
MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE

Tactical Sea Bass 9' #8 TAC.S9 9' SEABASS 8 Wells + Butt Up Locking 100g £425
Tactical Bone Fish 9' #8 TAC.B9 9' BONEFISH 8 Wells + Butt Up Locking 119g £425
Tactical Tarpon 9' #10 TAC.T9 9' TARPON 10 Wells + Butt Up Locking 130g £425

TaCTiCal Sea
Marryat’s TACTICAL Sea series rods are the result of years of technical research combined with 
input from some of the world’s most talented fisherman.  First and foremost, these are fishing rods! 
They are really good at casting a long line with tight loops but don’t be fooled, there is more to fishing than 
distance.  From the moment you get a Tactical SEA rod in your hand you can tell that is different – it is 
very light and quite tippy when you feel the action, so you can easily cast it all day.

The modern fast action makes it powerful and accurate yet it is sensitive and responsive enough to fish 
on the fine tippet when stalking the flats at close quarters.  The hook up reveals these rods to be truly 
different – sensitivity and accuracy unlike other ‘casting rods,’ Marryat TACTICAL Sea rods are designed 
to play trophy fish on fine tackle without getting broken!

The Tactical SEA series is newly introduced and starts out with all the features to become the classic, 9 
foot 8-weight for both Sea Bass (progressive action) and Bonefish (fast action) and the 10-weight Tarpon 
so is quite capable of casting heavier tackle with the same ease.  Reviewed as probably the best value 
premium rods available these rods are true to their line rating, unlike many of their American counterparts 
“8-means-8”.

Marryat Tactical SEA rods easily out-perform the competition when it comes to finesse and reserves of 
power that are needed to present bigger flies.  They are built on a matt blue blank to ensure that the rod is 
as stealthy as the flats fisherman's casts the flats – a rod that will never let you down!

We have found that the TACTICAL SEA 8-weight rods also make great fresh water predator fly rods for 
species like Pike.



NEW
FOR 2017
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SPECIFICATION

TaCTiCal Pro

MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE
Tactical Pro 9' #4/5 TACP904 9' 4/5 Half Wells Up Locking 90g £500
Tactical Pro 9' #5/6 TACP905 9' 5/6 Half Wells Up Locking 92g £500

Tactical Pro 9'6" #6/7 TACP966 9'6" 6 Half Wells Down Locking 105g £500
Tactical Pro 9'6" #3/4 TACP963 9'6" 3/4 Half Wells Down Locking £540
Tactical Pro 10' #3/4 TACP103 10' 3/4 Half Wells Down Locking 94g £515
Tactical Pro 10' #4/5 TACP104 10' 4/5 Half Wells Down Locking 99g £515
Tactical Pro 10' #5/6 TACP105 10' 5/6 Half Wells Down Locking 100g £515
Tactical Pro 10' #7 TACP107 10' 7 Wells + Butt Down Locking 115g £540

Pascal Cognard, 3-times world champion, rarely returns from prototype testing 
with a broad smile on his face . . . but the combination of many years of work and 
latest technology today has him beaming with exclamations of ultimate perfection. 
(Ultimate perfection is tortuous and you can't beam an exclamation!) The reputation of 
the Marryat’s Tactical Pro rods speaks for itself  - They have become the rod-of-choice 
for many competition fishermen on the International circuit.

Tactical Pro rods have been developed to take advantage of the latest in material know-
how, new components and current fishing styles to deliver what fishermen really want.

Here are some of the most important points that make the difference:

Blank: These rods carry two line-weights for a reason. The lighter line can be cast 
with accuracy, precision and finesse while the heavier line can be cast using the butt 
section reserves to achieve greater distance.

Rings: Fuji SIC butt ring, followed by REC Recoil TM rings titanium / nickel 
to save weight and minimize "hard points" on the blank

Reel seat: Screw-down style seat on longer rods – to improve 
balance at the wrist so minimizing fatigue). Made of 5040 
anodized aluminum.  The spacer has been laser 
engraved with a trout

Handles: As always AAA cork grip



NEW
FOR 2017
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SPECIFICATION

TaCTiCal Pro - Nymph Special

European Nymphing techniques have their roots in the Czech Republic however things have 
moved on in recent years. The driver behind both tackle and rod developments has been the 
competition scene, where it  is important to fish fast with long leaders and two nymphs in fast currents! 
This method was adopted very quickly and finessed by other national teams as the style-of-choice.  
France, Italy and especially Spain have evolved this technique to fish seemingly impossible runs and 
pocket water and produce fish!

Yvan Verge, 2014 Champion of Spain and captain of their national team, is a Marryat afficionado, 
winning on the new Tactical Pro Series.

Marryat have combined their extensive experience and know-how to develop the Tactical PRO 10ft 6in 
3-weight NYMPH SPECIAL – a performance rod with versatile features:

A sufficiently long blank to make long 
drifts on the leader

A perfectly balanced blank to fish for 
hours with an outstretched arm

A lively blank to control a very long 
leader while presenting two nymphs

A blank that is responsive to the 
strike when using a long leader

Ring spacing designed to prevent the 
line from backing down the rod

A down-locking reel seat for better 
balance and line control

MODEL REF LENGTH LINE HANDLE REEL SEAT WEIGHT PRICE
Tactical Pro 10'6" #3 NYMPH TACP1063 10'6" 3 Half Wells Down Locking 104g £540
Tactical Pro 11'6" #3 NYMPH TACP11163 11'6" 3 Half Wells Down Locking £540

MARRYAT pRoducT guide



Unit 3, Lawrence House Yard, Southgate Road, Wincanton, Somerset, BA9 9EB

For further details about stocking  
Marryat products contact:

HOmE NATIONS ANd IrElANd  
Darryl Mooney: 07736 548040

darryl@fishingmatters.biz

EurOPEAN mArkETS 
Mark Hamnett: 07917 543392 

or +44 (1963) 31623
mark@fishingmatters.biz

NOrTH AmErICA   
Steve Silverio: +1 (215) 817-0381

steve@fishingmatters.biz

t. +44 (1963) 31623   e. info@fishingmatters.biz    w. www.fishingmatters.biz


